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1. Arthur Borkowski 
A brilliant mathematician who can complete even the trickiest 
problem with minimal effort. Loves playing football with his friends 
and performed brilliantly in our school yard league. 

 

2. Alfie Brady 
Extremely capable student who displays a wonderful attitude in 
school. Displays an interest in every aspect of the school curriculum 
and brings a vast general knowledge to all class discussions. A 
great friend to the entire class. 
 
 

3. Nathan Callan 
A well mannered, popular member of the class. Loves getting 
involved in all sports and a keen follower of Arsenal. A formidable 
football player who is very hard to beat in goals or in defence, as 
shown in our 6th class soccer league!    
 
 

4. Ryan Callis 
Our Formula 1 and race car expert. Can tell you anything you need 
to know about the world’s race tracks! Extremely well mannered 
and gets on very well with his classmates.  
 
 

5. Conor Carrie 
A loyal friend to everyone in the class. Has a constant smile on his 
face which cheers up everyone in his company. Loves to take an 
active role in tasks and excelled in our STEM challenge where we 
made parachutes from recycled materials! 
 
 

6. Charlie Collins 
A laid back boy who possesses magnificent general knowledge 
across all areas of the curriculum. Has a bubbly personality and is 
extremely popular with his classmates. Sure to have a bright future 
ahead of him. 
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7. Brendan Cowley 
An extremely competitive footballer who never lets his marker have 
a second to relax throughout a match. Shows great initiative and 
thrives when given the responsibility to do a job around the school. 
A great role model for our younger students. 
 
 

8. Bobby Dimitrov 
A new addition to our class last September. Displays wonderful 
manners and treats everyone in the class with respect. Always tries 
his best in school and has a great sense of humour.            
 
 

9. Rihards Dursis 
Liverpool’s number 1 fan! An intelligent football player who can play 
any position on the pitch. Has a great sense of humour and loves to 
have a debate with his classmates on any topic. 
 
 

10. Adam Finegan 
A wonderful student who exudes positivity and maturity throughout 
the school day. Gives 110% whether it is in class, on yard or on the 
football field. Loves completing projects and always ensures they 
are well researched and informative.   
 
 

11. Callum Gilbert 
Our go to man for any question about World War 2. Loves learning 
about battles and key events in history. Has fantastic IT skills and is 
a wonderful friend to everyone. He is one of the most reliable and 
trustworthy boys in the class. 
 
 

12. Jaden Grimes 
An extremely well liked member of the class, who treats his 
classmates with kindness and understanding. A trusted and loyal 
friend. Always ready to help others without hesitation. 
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13. Seán Higgins  
Always takes an active role in discussions and enhances group 
discussion with his enthusiasm and insightful comments. Popular 
member of the class and has a great sense of humour.  
 
 

14. Pavol Klucar  
An extremely gifted artist, who has produced so many exceptional 
pieces of art in school. Loves history and geography and is very 
knowledgeable in these subjects. 
 
 

15. Connor MacDonagh-Dumler 
An extremely well mannered boy and an avid reader. He is the go-
to guy for any information related to Harry Potter. Thrives off having 
responsibility and always demonstrates great reliability when given 
a job to do, such as being the bell ringer on the senior yard. He was 
never more than one second late! 
 
 

16. Nicholai Maguire 
A popular boy who excelled in our 6th class challenge activities, 
particularly in the Athlete of the Year competition and the Mountain 
challenge. A keen basketball player who enjoys practicing his skills 
on the yard with his friends. 
 
 

17. Rhys Mc Donnell 
A diligent worker who always displays top class manners and 
respect. A friend to the entire class and a role model for younger 
students. Sure to have a very bright future ahead of him. 
 
 

18. Eoghan Mc Eneaney 
An extremely skilful and determined sportsman who was one of the 
main men in our 6th class soccer league. Equally adept on the 
Gaelic or soccer field. Hoping to see Man Utd win another title in 
the near future! 
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19. Oisín McGahon 
A popular and well liked member of the class. Loves spending time 
with his friends and has the full trust of everyone in the school. A 
wonderful ambassador for our very successful Green Schools 
Committee. 
 
 

20. Shawn McInerney 
One of the top contributors on Google Classroom during the school 
closure. A bright and bubbly personality which rubs off on everyone 
in his company. Has a great sense of humour and loves nothing 
more than having a chat with his friends.   
 
 

21. Leon McShane 
A polite and humble boy who would always remind Master Garland 
of any outstanding homework passes! Has a great sense of humour 
and is a great role model for our younger students. Can always be 
relied upon by his classmates.  
 
 

22. Matthew McCarthy 
An extremely trustworthy boy who is admired by staff and students 
alike. Has a great attitude and always comes into class with a smile 
on his face. Loves chatting to his friends and always makes sure 
that everyone is included in tasks and games. 
 
 

23. John McLoughlin 
A responsible and considerate classmate, enjoys online gaming 
and has fantastic IT skills which I am sure will continue to develop 
in Secondary School. Took on the responsibility of representing his 
team in the Mario Kart Tournament final and won the gold medal. 
 
 

24. Niall McNeice 
An extremely popular member of the class and a keen sportsman. 
Will always be remembered for scoring the famous ‘Goal of the 
Tournament’ in the 4th class soccer league. Sure to be a key man 
for the John Mitchels in the years to come. 
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25. Jack Moran 
Energetic and enthusiastic student who has a positive outlook and 
never lets a challenge get the better of him. Loves football and can 
probably tell you every footballer in the European Championship. 
 
 

26. Oisin Moran 
A well mannered, popular boy in the class. Enjoys taking part in all 
sporting activities. Excelled in the 6th class challenge and is our 
Athlete of the Year!! 
 
 

27. Oisin Mullane-Traynor 
An extremely hard working student who has a fantastic year. 
Always smiling with a great sense of humour as seen in many a 
drama lesson. Highly thought of by the whole school community. 
 
 

28. Isaac Roe 
A very polite, well mannered boy. He is an extremely diligent worker 
who takes great pride in his school work. Takes a great part in class 
discussions and asks extremely well thought out and probing 
questions.  
 
 

29. Tadhg Rooney 
A gentleman who displays everything good that we seek in a 
student.  A skilled sportsman who is always reliable to knock in a 
goal or two whether in a Gaelic or soccer match. 
 
 

30. Arouna Sanogo 
A polite, extremely well mannered boy who is always happy, always 
smiling, never lets anything phase him. Showed great skill and 
speed in sporting activities during the year. Excelled in our Athlete 
of the Year competition. 
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31. Sennan Scanlon 
An extremely witty and imaginative boy who loves the social side of 
school. Constantly upbeat and full of energy on the yard. Always on 
hand to help a member of the class who is feeling left out.   
 
 

32. Reuben Wiebenga 
A kind and helpful student who takes great pride in his written work. 
He took the 6th class challenge in his stride and performed tasks to 
a high standard. He is well liked by all his classmates and is always 
respectful of his peers. 


